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One of the biggest issues with powers is being clear what the base is.

Thinking of this as 1 times 3, five times or (1)(3)(3)(3)(3)(3)

The exponent operates on the symbol that immediately precedes it!
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Using your understanding of exponents, write down an equivalent power for each quotient.
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Proper��es of Exponent

There are a lot of useful proper��es. Do not memorize them!

3A: #1-2 (Exponential notation)

3B: #1-6 (Evaluating powers - Negative bases)

3C*: #1ijk,3ijk,4deij,7cdgh,8deij,9de,10cdgh,11cdgh (Exponent (index) laws)
(Hint: It may be faster (and will certainly be better for you) to just do them all 
rather than looking at the above to see which ones are required!)
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Some practice to warm up...do as many of the highlighted problems as you can
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The product of powers property can help.   It implies that 

But the number that multiplies by itself to get a already has a name:

and in general                        which is the 

The properties that we have developed imply some other interesting things:

What happens if we cube the square root of 16?

 means the (square root of 16) cubed...or the square root of (16 cubed)

Rational Exponents 
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)(c

Try a few:

 - 6)(  - 8)(2

 - 6)(  - 6)

3D: #1deij,3deij,4defg,5deij (Rational exponents (indices))

3E.1: #1cfi,2cfil (Algebraic expansion)

Aughhhhh!!!
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Factoring

 + 3)
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Simplify the expressions.
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solve

3F: 1dhi,2dhlp,3c,4cf,5cf

minimum
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1/2

1/4
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where 

th
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Exponential functions also describe .  A common example is radioactive 
decay where, for example, a radioactive substance deteriorates (decays) at a rate 
of 5% per year.  Now we have a 

The amount of the substance after 

How much is present after 10 years?
When will the amount left be less than 10 grams? (technology will 
be helpful here)

The exponent is not always an integer number like 

3G: #1bdf,2all,4-6 (Graphing exponentials)

3H.1: #1-4 (Exponential growth)

3H.2: #1-4 (Exponential decay)

QB #11,16

Thus the annual decay rate is 1-0.9993...=0.00069291 = .0693%
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 dollars at an annual interest 
rate of 

If you compound, say, quarterly, you will be paid 4 times as often but the interest rate 
you receive each q

need to generalize our equation first.  Let's use 

This number is the 
in many strange and interesting ways.  

It is irrational! 3I: #1,3,47cd,8cd,9dh,10,12,14


